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bhose of us living in the Lower Mainland put up with the steep cost

of living in favour of access to amazing shops, beautiful views, and
incredible weather. For Jen MacCormack and her husband, Smiley
Nesbitt, there is no place they would rather do business, raise their

family and live a thrilling west coast life; Jen as owner of the baby store,
Hip Baby, and Smiley as an agent with Macdonald reality, selling properties
from his company, LivelnVancity.com, where buyers can find homes in East
Van, Squamish and Whistler. And when they aren't running their successful
businesses, the couple is busy raising five-year-old Charley Mae, their outdoor-
loving daughter. If there was ever a Lower Mainland powerhouse, it's the
MacCormack-Nesbitt family.

Although she travelled the world, Jen is a Vancouver native and couldn't
imagine being elsewhere."I grew up in Vancouver and can't seem to live without
the mountains and ocean,"she said. "I love that you can drop your child off at
school, spin a few laps on Cypress Mountain and then be working by noon."
But her early career as a graphic designer brought her to Whistler where she
met Smiley, then a professional skier.The pair remained friends for more than
a decade before they started dating, "We shared a love of the mountains, and
of the dance floor," Jen said. Eventually, with his marketing background, Smiley
became a real estate agent, while Jen explored her passion for graphic design
through a children's clothing business. Change was afoot in their little family.

Jen opened Hip Baby in 2009 when she was designing- her line of organic
children's clothing, Fig, So when a business broker approached her with the
Hip Baby business, she saw the perfect opportunity to promote Fig and other
positive brands that spoke to environmental consciousness.1t seemed like a no-
brainer to vertically integrate our brand into a store,"she said. Fig was eventually
put aside to focus on Hip Baby, especially when Jen became pregnant shortly
after opening. Little Charley came into the world and suddenly the couple had
to figure out how to divide their time between a child, two businesses and
each other. They took a modern approach, with both parents initially run off
their feet with their newborn. Since Hip Baby was picking up in business, they
decided it was best if Smiley became a stay-at-home dad until their daughter
began school. "We wanted our daughter to spend as much quality time with
us as she could before she started school," said Jen. "It was a small sacrifice
with huge rewards."
From there, Jen dedicated herself fully to Hip Baby. Having grown up in the 70s,
raised by whom she describes as "fairly hippy parents," Jen was taught about
respecting her environment and appreciating all that Mother Nature offered.
This educational background is what inspired her dedication to a sustainable
baby product store. "With this many people on the planet we have to learn
to be as sustainable as possible," Jen said. "That is why we [Hip Baby] heavily
promote cloth diapering, wooden toys that are built to last, and recycled and
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